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MOVING FROM ‘BIG’ TO ‘SMALL’
A White Paper on the implications of moving from monolithic applications to granular services

1. Context of this White Paper
This white paper is the fifth in a series from Capgemini that identify the individual elements of technologies
that will, or have become, commercially feasible, and then provides a definition of the overall impact that
their combination implies. The terms ‘Collaborative Business’, ‘Adaptive IT’ and ‘Adaptive Enterprise’
refer to Capgemini Points of View on behaviour, whilst the terms ‘Adaptive Architecture’ and,
‘Collaborative Architecture’ refers to a detailed method of using, and integrating technology to build the
capabilities.
Presented in chronological order with the dates of release the five white papers have charted the introduction
of a new generation of technologies arising from the use of three,or ‘n’ tier, architecture internally, through to
the emergence of service orientated architectures to deliver granular ‘services’ in the manner of Internet, or
World Wide Web.
1.

AA1, (Adaptive Architecture1), released in early 1999, developed the concept of the three layer,
sometimes referred to as ‘N’ layer, architectural model as a replacement for the then ubiquitous two
layer Client Server model. The term ‘Adaptive IT’ was used to denote the ability for regular, and
frequent, change in the manner that IT capability was delivered, moving beyond the ‘Application’
centric two layer Client Server monolithic model to a ‘Process’ centric three layer flexible
architectural model. By 2004 this had become the industry standard, with the term ‘adaptive’,
referring to behaviour, or ‘agile’, referring to the capability, being used by all major technology
vendors. The ‘commercialisation’ of the concepts of Adaptive Architecture 1 range from individual
packaging of technology elements, such as the ‘Application Server’, to the launching of compliant
architectural frameworks from major vendors such as the HP ‘Adaptive Infrastructure’.

2.

AA2, (Adaptive Architecture2), released in early 2001, built upon the use of AA1 as an internal, or
enterprise, model for delivering prescribed predetermined processes, to add an external to enterprise
concept of ‘Services’. The notion of ecosystem based commerce for effective market interaction
precludes the concept of any ‘proprietary’ architecture as this suggests one technology vendor
would need to be selected, and adopted, by all members of the ecosystem market, unlikely and
impractical for many reasons. This has led to the term ‘Services Orientated Architecture’ being
used to denote an environment where interaction, and combination, takes place around agreed
definitions of the interchange necessary. This implies a ‘loose coupled’ architecture as desirable to
allow ‘any to any’ service interaction as opposed to traditional system integration ‘tight coupled’
principles, as used in AA1.
‘Web Services’ are now emerging rapidly, building on the concepts identified in AA2. More
importantly perhaps is the business understanding of the way that pervasive IT can be used to
support a new generation of shared technology interaction, or ‘Collaboration’. This movement is led
by the biggest, and most successful, players in each vertical market coming together to agree
common working structures for interaction. Starting with data using XML schemas to ensure files
interchanged can be read, but now rapidly moving to develop standardised business language, and
therefore processes, for common, undifferentiated ecosystem activities such as invoicing, and
payments. This has tremendous implications for the speed of adoption, but also for the internal
enterprise and its own processes, together with supporting IT.

3.

Making IT Real, (an introduction to Collaboration), released in March 2004, moved beyond Web
Services as a single technology aspect, and into how a total technology refresh was becoming
visable, and is as fundamental as PC-Networking was, to changing business in the early 90s. It
considered the implications of a wholly new phenomena, that of a combination of external business,
and IT standards, not just affecting, but driving, individual enterprises internal standards. Taken
together this has the possibility to link the concept of a business service, the real world of a business
activity, and the provision of IT technology by making it a service too. Collaboration Architecture
is the Capgemini conceptual architecture to address this, and to provide the capability for the
‘Collaborative Business Experience’.
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4.

A Point of View on Business Intelligence and Service Orientated Architectures, released in
September 2004, added a bridge between current applications, with data marts, and new processes
being built on Service Orientated Architectures as Web Services. Business Intelligence had become
an essential part of MIS activities to support both compliance requirements, and to provide decision
support, for faster decision making, in part at least, driven by the increased interaction with buyers
and sellers in markets though Internet – Web processes.

5.

Moving from ‘Big’ to ‘Small’ updates the progress that the various elements of the technology
industry, together with the standards bodies, has made to towards defining, designing, productising,
deploying and managing ‘Client – Services’. The progress, and the introduction of products, is
accelerating, at the same time more practical issues are becoming recognisable, that change is
happening is inescapable. The question therefore is what to do, or may be more pertinently when to
do it, is the topic of this white paper.

Copies of any of the White Papers are available on request to Capgemini with the latest versions available on
the Capgemini web site; www.capgemini.com

1.1 Disclaimer
All advice given and statements and recommendations made in
this document are:
1) Provided in good faith on the basis of information provided by
you, third parties and/or otherwise generally available or known to
Capgemini at the time of writing; and
2) Made strictly on the basis that in no circumstances shall they
constitute or deemed to constitute a warranty by Capgemini as to
their accuracy or completeness. Capgemini shall not be liable for
any loss, expense, damage or claim arising out of, or in
connection with, the making of them in this document or for any
omission from them.”
3) The information contained within this document is and shall
remain the property of Capgemini UK plc. This White Paper is
supplied in strict confidence and must not be reproduced in whole
or in part, used in tendering or for manufacturing purposes or
given or communicated to any third party without the prior
consent of Capgemini UK plc.

© Capgemini plc 2005
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2. Executive Summary
From the very start of the computing revolution the direction has been from ‘Big’ to ‘Small’, or at least
smaller. Moore’s Law was not only a prediction on increasing computing power, it was also the source of
reducing cost, and size, that moved computing power outward; starting from the data centre Mainframe,
literally at the centre of the enterprise; next into the department Mini; then onto the desktop PC; now into a
wide range of devices from cell phones to personal digital assistants, also cars, entertainment centres, sensors
and a myriad ‘things’ that can benefit from intelligence and communications.
However, it is only now that a similar effect in software is becoming noticeable, after years in which the
primary direction has been for bigger, and bigger, monolithic Applications that can make use of the
increasing power that hardware can supply. Software vendors have endeavoured to capture more, and more,
complex functional capabilities into ‘Applications’, some aiming towards the generic, such as office services
like word processing, e mail, or technology support services like databases. Others have moved to cover
more specialised functionality in every field from supply chain, to warehousing, real estate to retail, the one
thing that just about all have in common is that they are proprietary and difficult to integrate. Enterprise
Resource Planning, ERP, was the start of a trend to try to reduce the integration problem within an enterprise,
unfortunately at the expense of making software code even bigger and more monolithic!
The Internet, or more particularly the World Wide Web, (popularly know just as ‘the web’), was the first
inkling that there was an alternative path. The Internet did indeed change everything, but possibly not in the
way that was foreseen when the phrase was popularised around 2000. Today the change can be analysed over
some five years of increasingly wide spread adoption to reach the following conclusions;
1.
2.
3.

Everything can be assumed to be connected by the Internet, and there is no cost to be borne by any
project to make use of this connection unlike in the past when WAN charges were a serious barrier.
A simple set of external standardised ‘service’ interfaces as demonstrated by the Web has more value
than complex unique internal approaches
The first two conclusions with the browser / web server model, now more usually described as ‘client
– services’, has created a new architectural model using Service Orientated Architecture, or SOA.

It also answers to why inspite of immense efforts and sums of money, ‘Big’ function rich monolithic e
commerce hubs, failed, whereas ‘Small’ service collections constantly changing, such as e Bay, became the
basis of worldwide trading. Why inspite of being launched and backed by some of the biggest technology
vendors did Application Service Providers, ASPs, offering low cost access to their ‘Big’ functionally rich
Applications fail, and what is the ‘Small’ model that has enabled Salesforce.com1) to succeed?
It is the emergence of the third statement as the ‘how’ to build and deploy to take advantage of the first two
statements that has started to lead to the development of small, granular, pieces of software that can be
rapidly combined, or dynamically re combined, to make the desired process(es). The industry is in the early
days of building and deploying so called ‘Web Services’ within ‘Service Orientated Architectures’, or as this
white paper terms it; ‘Moving from Big to Small’. The consequences of this move will ultimately affect all
technologies, their deployment and management in business in as profound a way as the PC – Network
technology wave changed everything in the late 1980s through into the early 1990s. This technology wave as
it matured even changed business management models from departmental hierarchal to personal matrix.
There are equally compelling reasons for adopting Client – Services as there were for PC – Networks, a
mixture of cost, productivity, and yes, even competitive advantage from new ways of interacting with the
market place of buyers and sellers. Much of this is spelt out in more detail in other Capgemini White Papers;
see section 1.0 for details, the role of this white paper is to look more closely at the issues facing CIOs and
MIS departments. However it is worth restating the business justification for adopting the new technology
and moving from ‘Big’, meaning internal monolithic applications, to ‘Small’ meaning granular services
relating to key processes, usually linked to doing business externally.
In May 2003 the prestigious Harvard Business Review2) carried an argument that there was no longer a
competitive difference to be found in IT. The argument was based on the view that if all businesses were
using IT then the competitive playing field was essentially even. If the argument is based on the use of
Reference: From Big to Small – the implications of moving from monolithic applications to granular services
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proprietary Applications then there is indeed something in this argument as the functionality will indeed be
equal. Implementation may yield some differences, with business cases based on benefits being made either
by improving the current process or, if this will not do, then by changing the process this. The use of Client –
Services internally, linked with the Internet – Web externally, brings a new model for establishing
competitive advantage driven directly be improving interaction with the market place. As all businesses exist
purely to do business in the market through buying and selling their goods, or services, it’s not surprising that
by moving IT from supporting internal departmental functions to externally facilitating key market
interactions competitive advantage can be reintroduced.
The big point is that to do this means being driven by external factors in the creation of processes to service
the market needs. This is what then becomes the driver to change existing internal functions into more
‘adaptive’, or readily changed, processes, and so on back into the organisation to drive further reformation of
the existing functions. The cascade of change ends up with the most basic business functions, or even the
supply of elements of MIS services. Sadly the principles of ‘Adaptive’ seemed to have come to mean
applying this backwards, starting with investing in basic hardware, to supply computing MIPs rather than the
ability to redefine business process to suit the market. This may work as an MIS cost saving programme, but
to gain a business advantage it has to go back to changes in process delivery which means Software, and the
need to go from ‘Big’ to ‘Small’. Why? Because small pieces of software are easier to standardise, and to use
between different trading partners than
Has IT lost the capability to differentiate a business?
Or is it we are looking in the wrong way to use new technologies and capabilities@
large and complex applications.
Internal

Perhaps it is worth introducing at this stage
the term ‘Collaborative’ coined by
Capgemini to re position this ability to act
in a market driven manner and restore the
Early
World Class
Adopter
Practitioner
value side of the original ‘Adaptive’ work.
Traditional
Improvement
Approach
Late
Mature
Perhaps the easiest way is to use a
Adopter
Follower
metaphor of communicating by letter
Respond to
versus communicating by phone. The
Improve existing
external Pressure
Lacking in
Process
From the Market
Differentiation
information in a letter may lead to a
question and in the time taken to send and
receive a reply the best course of action is
Data
Transformation
External
to ‘adapt’ your actions to use the
information from the initial letter. By comparison the ‘real time’ interaction on a phone between the two
parties allows a full interaction leading to a mutually agreed course of action achieved by ‘collaboration’.
This concept of near ‘real time’ interaction, how it is achieved and the effect it has on business are all
discussed in more length in the white paper ‘Making IT Real’ released by Capgemini in March 2004. There
is little doubt that Internet based technology of all sorts with the general adoption of ‘e’ based trading has
speeded up business transactions, and the ability to have an adaptive set of IT technologies to be able to
change readily may be important, but the real business issue is how to use collaboration to make better
business decisions. See the white paper on Business Intelligence by Capgemini in September 2004.
Redesign to
new Process

Creating
Differentiation

Create external
Pressure in the
Market

So the business case for moving to Client – Services to make use of the Internet – Web can be proven, but it
means changing to protocol based interchanges around small pieces of software created as ‘services’ and
defined by the external market as much as the internal functions. To do this means re thinking and
transforming the processes as well as breaking them down into distinctive transactional elements. This
represents a major challenge in almost every aspect of MIS provisioning; Training business analysts not to
think in terms of defining the total scope; moving from firewall perimeter security to securing processes;
authenticating data and users within processes; understanding semantic data tags; above all the need for a
new approach to Business to IT Governance based on a dynamic set of multiple shared ‘Small’ services as
opposed to fixed monolithic ‘big’ Applications delivering functions.
The starting point for ‘Small’ is the introduction of the need for compliance, interestingly itself a child of the
Internet – Web move to online external trading bringing change to business. Compliance regulations cover
new risks that require collecting and holding data around external trading threads rather than internal
departmental functional transactions, a challenging undertaking, but it can’t be avoided. ‘Big’, using
proprietory Applications will be too costly even if it were possible. ‘Small’ fast and flexible process based
solutions can and will deliver as well as being able to offer other benefits by improving business abilities.
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3. Understanding the concept of ‘Small’
Cutting down ‘Big’ functions into ‘Small’ pieces that are defined, and built in a different manner, is not
entirely the answer though admittedly it is moving in the right direction. The whole concept, its goals, values,
and how to achieve them is actually the most important part to understand, otherwise individual ‘Services’
will fail to be able to integrate properly. This will become increasingly important with time, and the global
adoption of Client – Services, raising expectations as to how individual enterprises will be integrated in
business trading threads, or make use of technology products. After all a non globally standardised Browser
or Web Server would be a complete non starter, but this does not only mean technically accurate, it means
adopting perceived expectations in how Information is shown by a Browser or a Web Server.
PC – Network established different ways to work that were never present in the previous Mini computer
model as well as causing much debate with in IT circles on how to split applications up into client and server
elements. However the really expensive issue was the implementation of PCs, and even networks, to solve
individual or departmental requirements, on a project by project basis buying ‘best suited specifications. The
time and cost that went into replacing, and standardising, in the early to mid 1990s when the conceptual
model of a common working environment became understood was a bill that no Enterprise would like to face
again. PC – Network was the first ‘common’ technology and led to ‘common’ applications from Office, to
ERP, all of which reinforced the ‘Big’ functional applications mindset started with Mainframes, and trained
IT professionals in the approach of ensuring total functionality capture as the starting point. So how to
understand conceptually what ‘Small’ means in a cohesive sense? Fortunately examples exist to help with
this challenge.
One of the most successful phenomenon has been e-Bay, in April 2004 electricnews.net3) reported revenues
up nearly 60% from the same quarter a year ago with an 9.9 million users added in the quarter making a total
of 105 million members. More importantly 45 million were active selling an average US $ 550 in the
preceding 12 months. By any standards an outstanding success for a business, indeed a business model, that
only came into being in 1996! In comparison the boom in e Commerce hubs being set up in the excitement of
the ‘internet boom’ is a tale of failure, with much money being lost even by well known, long established
enterprises extending already successful business models. Today e Commerce hubs still exist, but those that
do are the survivors who have learnt to adapt their original model. The challenge for the ‘Big’ functionally
complete e Commerce hubs was described at the Telecoms Infotechnology conference4) on successful
Business to Business, B2B, in February 2001, after the so called ‘bust’ as;
B2B e commerce, EC, remains the future, but what future? EC can radically reduce costs of business
procurement but is this just a once off. EC can extend business reach, but does this offer opportunity for
small and medium sized enterprises, or does it simply remove the protection of local barriers to trade? EC
can automate value chain procedures, and reduce information costs, but at what price to retrain people, pay
for hardware, and software upgrades, and meeting other hidden costs? So what drives electronic
marketplaces?
But is this a fair comparison? e-Bay is primarily operating around Consumer to Consumer, C2C, and eCommerce hubs were for Business to Business, B2B, operations. Ignoring the fact that e-Bay is certainly
doing B2B business today and is a large well established player in the Business to Customer, B2C, market, it
actually proves the point rather well. Catering for the trading needs of millions of individuals selling
thousands of different items in many different countries is infinitely more difficult than handling trade to
standard commercial rules in one type of goods within in single defined market. In fact so much more
difficult that anyone faced with defining the requirement functionally alone would think it close to
impossible, let alone thinking about the time, cost and testing to implement, yet e-Bay has done it, it works,
more importantly it scales!
Actually a growing number of businesses are using e-Bay to buy straight forward items from each other
purely because it has the principle characteristic of any successful market; volume. For both buyers and
sellers to be satisfied there must be adequate numbers to match the diversity of offerings, but isn’t this an
example of ‘Big’? Actually, its an example of the efficiency of the aggregation of ‘Small’, each buyer or
seller is interested in only a small part of the market, but the small markets aggregate to provide an overall
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high chance of finding your ‘small’ piece and being satisfied enough to keep returning. It’s the key principle
that created the World Wide Web!
There are some other key principles to observe as well; firstly that e-Bay is easy, and intuitive, requiring no
user manuals, or training, for the user with an interface that hides the complexity of the services behind it.
Those services are all granular, subject to change, in all manner of ways, from simple process improvement
to the introduction of a whole new market set of services, but these ‘upgrades’ occur incrementally in a
manner that accommodates continually change without attracting user problems. Testing, regression and final
launch all happen parallel to, and without impacting any existing services, or activities. Those users, who
wish to, can have some control over their own way of using the services, etc, etc. It’s a different model in
every respect, all based on ‘Small’ working in a granular whole created by Service Orientated Architecture.
Returning to the Harvard Business Review with the all important business question concerning
differentiation, the ability to create this through, or in, the market, (see Executive Summary 2.0), how does it
measure up? e-Bay clearly pass the test, but where is the intellectual property that makes e-Bay a business to
have a value for investors, if it is all based on ‘standards’ that can be used by anyone, including start-up
competitors? The answer is in the internal method of binding and orchestrating together the externally facing
technology standardised interactions. Its something of a revelation to think of ‘integration’ as a competitive
differentiator, rather than a cost or a problem, but it’s the common principle that underpins all trading
activities, the integration of buying and selling by adding value. It’s also apparent in the success of many
businesses who have mastered the new; Expedia.com – now the world’s largest travel agency; Last
Minute.com an e-Bay for experiences, etc. Harvard Business School Working Knowledge magazine
described the Dell model as ‘managing profitability, not inventory,5) going on to say that Dell matched
supply to demand by using its unique systems. Dell manages other businesses external to its own for most
elements of its business, thus qualifying to be seen as a trading business more than a manufacturing business,
with margins to match as well. Are its actual products, PCs, Servers, etc, differentiated from competitors
PCs, Servers, etc? No, but its way of doing business in the market, is differentiated, and that comes from its
internal abilities to ‘integrate’ a myriad of ‘Small’ services into larger coherent business processes.
If Dell, or Cisco, or indeed any of the other examples, had sat down and tried to build their current abilities,
together with the inherent flexibility, and low costs, from ‘Big’ functional applications, whether bought in, or
bespoke, they would still be enmeshed in requirements gathering, just trying to keep up with the rate of
change demands of the business! Most people can think of at least one example of a worthy, but failed
attempt to give a business what it needed by the ‘Big’ approach. Is this an argument for abandoning existing
‘Big’ applications? No, it’s about understanding the difference between an internal need to keep historical
data on transactions carried out, versus an external need to provide integration services.
Services

Applications

Back
Office

Front
Office

Market
Ecosystem

Applications, ERP & EAI

Processes, Services & EAI

Events, Service Architect.

Internal Use & Managmt.

Shared Use with Control

Free Access & No Control

Cost & Stability Optimised

Adaptive Capabilities

Collaboration Optimisation

Captured Historical Data

Predictive Knowledge Info.

Real Business Intelligence

System Integration.

Process Definition

Event Context

Capgemini first started to use this diagram
back in 2001; it still seems a good way to
understand the differing IT zones and
their characteristics. The diagram works
just as well to illustrate the direction and
products released by various vendors too.
Taking two ERP vendors as examples;
SAP links R/3, its back office ‘Big’
application suite, by NetWeaver tools to
provide ‘Small’ services for the front
office or market services. Oracle has its
‘Big’ ‘Applications’ suite linking thought
its ‘Technology' products that provide the
capabilities to build ‘Small’.

Business is looking to its MIS departments to provide new capabilities centred generically around three core
issues; Compliance, Cost, and Competitive Advantage, (as well as continue to provide business as normal
IT). The drivers are increasingly external so at least two, Compliance and Competitive advantage are likely to
be best delivered through ‘Small’ and in so doing are also likely to meet the cost criteria, but the challenge is
to really grasp what ‘Small’ means in a cohesive manner technically, managerially and business wise.
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4. Client – Services; the model for ‘Small’
There are numerous Industry groups all well supported and working diligently together on various standards,
whilst technology vendors, larger and small, brief on their current and future products. Amongst so much
information on the individual aspects, often given from a particular point of view to support the technology
products concerned it is very hard to get a sense of perspective with which to see the overall model. Once
again it is easiest to grasp if explained by an example, even if this may not come from a relevant industry
sector.
The example is a Supermarket; trading with a supplier, and having the following requirements;
1) Cost;
looking to reduce the cost of ‘book to bill’ trading transactions
2) Compliance;
needing to show the processes to be complete and safe
3) Competitive;
wanting to manage ‘stock outs’ on the shelves better
Starting with ‘Mobility’, a pallet arrives in the warehouse with an RFID tag that is read automatically by a
‘Reader’ that senses the pallet passing into the warehouse over the loading doc. The ‘Reader’ uses the unique
code from the tag to identify what type of goods and to pass the information to the ‘Goods Inwards (web)
Service’. There could be multiple goods
Standards Framework
inwards services to handle different
Semantic Stds
WS-Eventing
OWL 1.0
types of stock that may require very
MOBILITY – promiscuous clients
different processes to be followed;
frozen food versus canned food,
cigarettes versus chocolate, even goods
for the onsite canteen. The fact that any
Service Orientated Architecture
tag and any reader can work with any
Networking Services
other device as the ‘Event’ demands, (in
the same way as a Browser will work
Agent
with any Web Server), is why such
Optimisation
‘Clients’ are grouped under the heading
of ‘Mobility’, i.e. it signifies that they
Web Services
Web
are not tied to any other device in the
or
processes
or content
manner of ‘Client – Server’.
The ‘Goods Inward Service’ uses its
rules structure to determine which other
‘Services’ to notify, maybe even to pass
WS-RF
URI
GRID – the availability of Resources
information to an existing legacy
‘Application’ to record the transaction
into warehouse stock. One set of services will deal with the ‘book to bill’ process notifying the supplier of the
goods arrival, matching the tag with goods despatched, then with the order, and the invoice, to automate a
payment. This automation clearly reduces cost, but it also answers the question of ensuring that the process is
‘safe’, or ‘compliant’, with the auditing requirements to ensure that safeguards exist to manage the payments
against the orders, goods received, and invoices. Other ‘Services’ are notified such as merchandising, and
shop floor managers, with the growing length of supply chains often spanning halfway round the world there
are increasing problems with directing synchronised activity based on plans, better to be able to respond
tactically to optimise the real circumstances in many cases.
Responding to what really happens instead of an Application’s abstracted notation of an idealised functional
process helps when by accident the pallet is reloaded back onto an outward bound lorry an hour after arrival.
In this case the ‘Reader’ notifies an ‘Outward Bound Service’ which on finding there are no instructions for
despatch orchestrates a set of other ‘Services’ to recover the situation; directing the forklift truck driver via
his wireless station on the forklift to remove the pallet from the lorry, allocating the driver a bay for safe
storage, etc. It is this ‘Event’ driven flexibility that so characterises the difference between fixed function
‘Big’ Applications working to idealised abstracted processes, and ‘Small’ services orchestrated into
processes in response to real circumstances.
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However, there was a reason why Applications had to be functionally comprehensive and complete, and it
was because of technical limitations. Sizing an application for MIPs, and creating the right amount of
storage, were key tasks that were difficult to correct later if under provisioned, hence the standard practice of
over provisioning! The unpredictable nature of ‘Event’ driven Reponses with constantly changing ‘Services’
orchestration requires the ability to provide MIPs on demand from Utility, or Grid, based computers. Data
storage has moved in the same direction in the last few years from Direct Attached Storage, or DAS, to
Storage Area Network, SAN provisioned. It is worth commenting that current definitions of ‘virtualisation of
server’, and ‘Grid Computing’, are technology based definitions, where as ‘On-demand computing’, and
‘Utility Computing’ are the descriptions coined by IBM, and HP, respecitively for their commercial offerings
based on this technology. It all boils down to making optimal use of available MIPs from the aggregate pool
of MIPs provided by nominated computing devices, from PCs, Servers, Minis, and Mainframes.
The actions so far described are all reliant upon being integrated in a ‘Service Orientated Architecture’, or
SOA, to manage the integration, sitting on a ‘Shared Services’ infrastructure to provision everything from
security to networking services. In essence the move started by three layer architecture to separate Services,
used by more than one process, or Application, such as ‘directories’, security, etc broadens to provide an
even more comprehensive range of these services. Identifying the provisioning of these services relies more
upon the context around the diversity of ‘Small’ services needing to be catalogued, and the non
predetermined process orchestrations that will occur in response to an ‘Event’, or ‘Process’. A complicated
concept that means the same infrastructure service may expose a different set of capabilities through a
different interface, and the interface selected will depend on the context of the call, or calling Service. Much
of this can be described as ‘Network based Services’, as opposed to perhaps charectorising other types of
Services as Business Services. The growth in the number and type of Network Services and the possibility of
using Routers as the hosting Hardware, explains Cisco moving to have become a leading supplier of first
Security, and now Storage Software, as part of its vision for a ‘Services’ based future.
The picture this paints might be seen as one of potential disorganised chaos as its clearly beyond the
capabilities of business analysts to use ‘Rules’ alone to ‘manage’ the ‘Events’ to ensure a business acceptable
outcome; both to optimise the response to the ‘Event’, and to ensure that business regulations, (compliance),
are observed. This is the role of ‘Agents’, a far from new concept, but one that is now coming into its own
due to its easy of applicability to ‘Small’ services rather than the extreme complications of handling ‘Big’
functions.
An ‘Agent’ works by its ability to ‘decide’ on a single issue, there is a mechanism for groups of ‘Agents’ to
defer to each other around a programmed understanding of the importance of their task versus those of other
agents. The architectural arrangement of Agents is absolutely the same as that of ‘Services’ within the
framework of a ‘Service Orientated Architecture’, and, as will become apparent later, it also corresponds to
the arrangement of data using ‘Directed Graph’ architecture to support the orchestration of data to different
services. The natural alignment of ‘Client – Services’ to Agents, and that of the ‘Internet – Web’, that lies
behind the increasing number of Agent based Software solutions being deployed.
Finally, a comment on the four standards shown in the corners of the diagram that act as the ‘glue’ to hold the
model together, and in a sense are the start point for the numerous standards dealing with all the individual
elements of making a full, and rich ‘Client – Services’ model work. The mission of the World Wide Web, or
W3C, and its approach to standards is; To enable universal access to the World Wide Web by
proposing and coordinating the adoption by the W3C of techniques, conventions, technologies, and
designs that enable and enhance the use of W3C technology and the Web worldwide, with and
between the various different languages, scripts, regions, and cultures10). The four linkage points are;
to allow a ‘Mobility’ device to find a (Web) ‘Service’ is ‘Web Services – Eventing6)’; Services find MIPs to
support them by using ‘Web Services – Resource Framework7)’; While the interpretation of data to be used
by machines as opposed to humans is the target of ‘Web Services – Ontology Web8) Language’, finally the
link from a ‘URL Look-up’, or a ‘Search Engine’ is made by ‘Uniform Resource Locator’9).
Any part of the ‘Client – Services’ model, from Utility Computing, or Grid, to (Web) Services, to Mobility
has a compelling benefit for individual adoption, and there should be no hesitation in implementing for the
individual benefit case, but it is necessary to have an overall SOA and IT Governance plan to ensure that the
overall will unify and the sum of the parts will deliver more.
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5. Organising Structures for MIS
Management Information Services, or MIS, the provider of Information Technology, or IT, the name coined
at the beginning of the last technology wave around PC – Networks to be more reflective of the business
value than ‘Data Services’ or ‘Computing Services’, are organised to deliver, operate, and maintain, ‘Big’
functional Applications, or technology elements. The importance of ‘Information’ is reflected in the universal
adoption of the term Chief Information Officer, or CIO, but what this role may mean in the next five years
has been open to debate. Interestingly most views see the role with the emphasis much more on creating and
managing Business expectations of Technology rather than actually being the technology expert. The
expertise role is starting to be handled by the appointment of a CTO, who is not exposed to the Boardroom,
but can take responsibility for directing the detailed technology issues11).
The response to the need for a new organisational structure within MIS would usually be handled by
reference to technologies in functional layers, as in the diagram below presented at Vortex 200512) by the
famous Geoffrey Moore, author of ‘Crossing the Chasm’, a seminal work on defining new technology
adoption stages. This is certainly an excellent way to review the product portfolio and decide on strategic
technology suppliers. It’s is also important to the ‘hands on’ technology workers view.

Geoffrey Moore’s view as given at Vortex 2005
Author of ‘Crossing the Chasm’ and similar influential books on technology

Competing Players in the order presented

Technology Layer
Business
Layers

MIS
Processes

Technology
Components

Transactional Apps or Processes

SAP, Oracle, Siebel, PeopleSoft

Analytical Apps or Processes

Cognos, Business Objects, Hyperion, SAS

Communication & Collaboration

Microsoft, IBM, Adobe

Apps or Process Infrastructure

IBM, BEA, Microsoft

Utility Infrastructure

Computer Asscs, IBM, BMC, Veritas, Symantec

Database

Oracle, IBM, Microsoft

Operating System or Architecture

Microsoft, Linux, Sun, HP

Mainframe

IBM

Servers

Dell, HP, Sun, IBM

Storage and Backup

EMC, Hitachi, HP, Dell, Fujitsu

Networking Services

Cisco, Juniper, Foundry, Extreme

Microprocessor

Intel, AMD, Sun

Some of the intersections will be immediately
recognisable as being of obvious importance, though
in fact there is usually a connection across more than
one technology area. Compliance and Information are
obviously connected, but integration will be needed to
obtain the data from multiple Applications, and
infrastructure will provide the security of access.
Industrialisation and Innovation are separated as both

Technology Units

In this white paper the concern is less with the detail of the technology, more with the impact on the MIS
department, on the business, and the results on the IT to Business Governance model. Therefore the emphasis
is on determining a different type of structure which is
Business Targets
recognisable, and accountable, both to manageable
technology provisioning, and to generic business
Compliance Cost Mgt Competitive
drivers. Capgemini has developed a simple matrix that
has the additional benefit of producing recognisable
Innovation
focal points to target for improvement.
Information

Integration

Infrastructure

Industrialisation
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will frequently be at odds to the existing state, or self interest of those working in the three core delivery
areas of Information, Integration and Industrialisation. An external approach is likely to be more objective.
The definition of each heading, together with the values it should bring;
Technology Area

Definition

Value

Innovation

Understanding
new
technologies,
products, and practices, to build
propositions on how to improve any
technology or business area

The ability to be able to make decisions
on the best time to adopt, and in the
value of changes, to ensure a persistent
rate of improvement in all areas

Information

The form, content, and context, of data
management to actively support
business decisions and record both
business and technology transactions

Current information on key business
processes is becoming increasingly
important with faster moving markets,
and the demands of compliance

Integration

The definition of all standards, naming
conventions, practices, and architecture
reference models, to support cost
effective integration technology aspects

Creates the ability to be ‘adaptive’, and
‘collaborative’, in terms of creating
business flows internally, and externally,
to meet Business requirements quickly

Infrastructure

Provisioning ‘shared service’ capability
to support common IT elements;
networks, directories, security, and
increasingly MIPs, and storage

Provides low cost flexibility with high
reuse of expensive fixed assets, together
with high reliability, and the provision
of charge/management metrics

Industrialisation

The awareness of methods, and
practices, even suppliers, that can be
used to reduce operational, and
maintenance, costs and time

Ensures a market competitive provision
of IT by matching, and maintaining, the
best, or at least optimal levels, of cost,
manning, or time, for operations

How do existing applications, some such as Enterprise Resource Planning, or ERP, which could be classified
as providing their own integration, fit to this? This is an organisational model for delivery, and governance,
of IT to the business, and as such redefines the technology aspects, including applications, as part of the
overall provisioning, not as individual silos. The business value of an application resides in its ability to
provide information; the other aspects are technology based, so from a business viewpoint of accountability
there is no problem in using the definition of the provision of ‘Information’. Increasingly the business, and
compliance, managers are looking for the data to be, cut, chopped and recombined, to suit their needs for
Business trading threads, rather than to be supplied as defined by the ‘Big’ Application which is based on
departmental functionality. This means the cutting of ‘Big’, generic to function, data into ‘Small’ context
specific high value information, as well as managing who can use this more valuable information.
ERP is a set of ‘Big’ Applications providing departmental functions, integrated for the key purpose of
recording transactions to be made available as common shared data. Considering ERP as a ‘what’ is supplied
to the business, rather than a ‘how’ is it supplied, makes it a super set of an Application. Most Enterprises
have a challenge in how many versions of ERP suites they have, and are more concerned with data, or
information integration, then any other aspect. The new tools, and capabilities, from both Oracle, and SAP,
are based more on knowledge of the integration of processes/information, and a great deal less on the
knowledge of the Application suites, thus showing their appreciation of this change to ‘Small’ fast, high
impact, changes.
This type of organisational model allows the complex internal technology elements to be contained within
frameworks that make the external Business values visible, and allow the benefits of the ‘Big’ to ‘Small’ shift
to be achieved. The de-coupling of technology areas supports specialisation, reuse, or even types of
outsourcing, by focusing on the service interfaces between the areas as opposed to having to define, and
micro manage, the specifications for each Application or project.
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6. Managing Standards
It’s tempting to suggest that Standards seem to be part of the problem, there being too many under
production, and together they form an almost impenetrable thicket obscuring any abilities to make short term
decisions. Whilst it is undoubtedly true that there are many different types, it is possible to concentrate on
two main families; those for some form of Business data, what ever it is called, i.e. Content, Information, etc;
those that deal with some form of Business process, i.e. production of an invoice, or similar.
To help understand this, the following diagram illustrates the principles; starting from the bottom left current
position where the use of IT for MIS has been an internally dominated matter resulting in everything being
‘Locally Unique’. When a requirement arises around the new types of externally linked ‘Services’ the ‘Big’
approach, the only one known and taught for so long, produces an approach built round a comprehensive
capture then a build to provide the requirement in total, delivering a ‘Globally Integrated’ solution. The result
may use new technologies such as XML, or SOAP, may be even handle the integration by using ‘services’ as
interfaces, but in reality its
an
‘Application’,
by
another
name.
Why? Information
Because it lacks consistent
UDDI
BPEL
DAM
Universal Description
Business Process
Digital Asset
use of those technologies in
Discovery & Integration
Execution Language
Management
a manner that will permit it
to be integrated again, and
again, that means both the
Globally
Locally
Integrated
Co-ordinated
correct use of standards as
WSDL
XML
Flexibility
Web Services
eXtensible Mark-up
well as the correct design
Description Language
language
Locally
Globally
of the individual ‘service’
Unique
Standardised
elements
to
allow
separation, as and when,
necessary.
Application
Proprietary data

UBL

Universal Business
Language XML Bus Doc

ebXML

Electronic Business
XML

How to achieve the desired
approach? Turning back to
the diagram it can be seen
Data
Transaction
Process
that there needs to be a
consistent approach around
two separate axes, to provide the building blocks to any requirement that allows development, even
redevelopment, of Globally Integrated solutions. The vertical axis should be managed by the ‘Information’
team within MIS, around the local use of Information as well as the external market definitions, and use, of
data. The horizontal axis requires a similar approach to processes managed by the ‘Integration’ MIS team.
Determining how to design, build and implement with new tools, techniques, and methods, is the task of the
‘Innovation’ and ‘Industrialisation’ teams with the role of challenging the status quo in order to find better
solutions both for the business in terms of performance, and for MIS, around cost.

The real impact of the shift to externally connected solutions is that many of the decisions on both
axes cannot be made based on internal issues, the market place is the key decider, and in particular
this can mean the ‘practices’ of the vertical market place, or trading partnersford etc covisint. Many
vertical industry sectors, such as the Retail sector, have already seen major enterprises sponsor
associations to make decisions on data formats to allow readily understood information
exchangesrosettanet).
There are also strong moves to standardise ‘book to bill’ processes using eb.xmlebxml) (electronic
business eXtensible Mark-up Language). These processes are effectively standardised already, but
the formats of the various documents needs human intervention to check the syntax of the details.
The pressure for absolute standardisation of the electronic versions to be sure that they are
absolutely understood, and accurately matched, automatically is, of course, that of the compliance
laws. Moving from internal standards to external standards requires a great deal of continual work
to identify, track, understand, and decide, on when, and how, to implement.
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7. Licensing Reform
If the World Wide Web showed the direction for software to develop around ‘Small’ services in a
standardised ‘service orientated architecture’ then ‘Open Source’ has become the main movement to deliver.
Threatening Open Source adoption to some key technology vendors has been enough to have gained many
CEOs a reduction in their licensing costs. Actually using Linux based Open Source software in areas that are
naturally aligned to the Internet - Web has become an increasingly recognised ‘safe’ tactic, and as the number
of requirements that make use of both the Internet – Web, and Client – Services grows, so does the adoption
of Linux based solutions. But it’s not just a question of cost, though that’s important, it’s a change in the
functionality required from software in the move from ‘Big’ Applications, to ‘Small’ services.
The traditional application was an extremely specific piece of technology; it had to be as it was very, very,
complicated with massive numbers of lines of code. To implement it required decisions about the numbers of
users, and from that the size of the hardware in terms of numbers of processors. The more users, (the more
power required), the more ‘value’ therefore the greater cost of the licence, based on the formula of users and
processors. License management became a policing issue to ensure that the rules were not broken, strange
deals were done, often leaving licenses ‘on the shelf’, all in all, an unsatisfactory model even in the predictive
world of IT. And, an unworkable one in the dynamic world of ‘Client – Services’.
The whole attraction of ‘Internet – Web’, and in turn, ‘Client – Services’, is the capability to have an ‘Any to
Many’ interaction driven by the current need to find information, or to a process, in response to the ‘Event’.
Therefore any licensing model that works by restricting and controlling this cannot work, and indeed the
strains on the current licensing model are growing year by year. True there has been reform, with most major
technology vendors with mainstream relatively generic products making changes, though few have gone as
far as Sun Microsystems Java Enterprise System13) which offers for a single straight fee, based on the
numbers of employees, use of all Sun’s Java software. On the other hand Computer Associates, CA,
demonstrated clearly the extent to which licensing models are holding back the adoption of Software when
they made their long established Ingres Database product available on an Open Source license.14) In the
following ninety days, it claimed the number of registered users doubled, and this for a product generally
perceived to be in need of upgrading, or even replacement.
How, and why, does this work in everyone’s favour? In the case of Ingres, the choice for CA was to invest in
an expensive upgrade for a product with a limited market of existing users, and little hope of wining any
extensive new market share, or to do some limited work to make the code accessible under Open Source.
License income, for allowing Users to use, but never own the code, is replaced with Maintenance income for
managing the kernel, documentation, bug fixes etc, something the license fee was supposed to cover anyway.
The difference is that the Using Enterprise now owns the code, and using the documentation, is free to ‘add’
to it any particular extra functionality that they chose, neither are they restricted in the use, (only in terms of
commercially selling or distributing). Many existing Ingres users must have been fustratedly trying to get
some of these functionality points in a new release from CA, hoping that the resulting release would not be
impossibly expensive to license and implement. Now they are free to add what they need, without changing
anything else and occurring problems in unwanted changes in an upgraded release.
Adoption of Open Source licensing will not work for everything, in particular not for software with unique
business value, usually in a vertical sector, and involving Intellectual Property. This is one of the reasons that
Agent Based Software has reappeared15), and is making rapid growth, it is fundamentally suited to the ‘Client
– Services’ and ‘Service Orientated
Architecture’ models, is built in
Market
‘Small’ pieces around highly
Externally
Defined
Differentiated
Driven
responses
specific single functions, and has
Internally
Standards
dominated
Defined
Information
very high Intellectual Property. A
based
Event
driven
version of the previous diagram
TransactionMonolithic
Traditional
Reused Services and
Open shared
code
data
Procedures new build methods Processes
Development
Developed
collaboratively
used to explain the characteristics of
Protocol
&
Functional &
based&
Applications
Licensing models
the different zones for software
Licensing reform starts
New Licensing model
Proprietary
Users, processors
etc
Sun
JES
&
Linux
Around
Open Source
‘Open
customised
solutions can be used to identify
Code’
Known Users
and Services
how, and where, license reform can
Standardised
Any to Many
Interfaces
Non predictive
Service Orientated
be expected.
Architecture
App
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PortalServices
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Business
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8. IT Governance
The ‘Big’ model required Business to IT Governance to be arranged in a manner to support the Business
strategy, able to evaluate decisions in terms of a ‘Return on Investment’, or ROI, a capital investment model
suited to the purchase, and deployment, of tangible assets. In the ‘Big’ model implementing applications to
improve the efficiency of operation within a department, or a function, where ownership and benefits are
clearly delineated this is a clear, effective measure. In the last few years there has been an increasing feeling
that many IT projects don’t ever achieve the budgeted paybacks. This can be partly attributed to the
difficultly in keeping anything in modern business unchanged for long enough to make a return, but its more
becoming a reflection of a different type of IT project.
The financing of, and gaining of returns from, IT in the last few years of reducing budgets, and new demands
for different types of requirements with a common principle of ‘Small’, quick, process centric, has spawned
books from a wide range of authors. There have also been some in-depth studies of current practice, and
views, of which the review of 7000 respondents by the IT Governance Institute16) is probably the largest to
draw upon. This resulted in a new set of four principles that more reflective the current situation;
1.
2.
3.
4.

IT is aligned with the business strategy, or in other words, IT delivers the functionality, and
services, in line with the organisation’s needs so the organisation can do what it wants to do.
IT, and new technologies, enables the organisation to do new things never possible before.
IT related services, and functionality, are delivered at the maximum economical value, or in the
most efficient manner. In other words, resources are used responsibly.
All risks relating to IT are known, and managed, and IT resources are secured.

These four principles lay the emphasis on IT as a force for innovation, and change, with more flexibility in
how to manage its delivery than the assumption of a single application centric model. As the Institute likes to
say, in other words, a model that reflects not only a move to ‘Small’ services, but also Outsourcing, Off
shoring, Business Process Outsourcing etc, a much higher likelihood for transactional charging than financed
by capital purchase. The ‘Big’ to ‘Small’ shift, supporting a more dynamic business model with frequent
changes, and the opportunity to use transactional charging model, requires IT Governance to address two
core elements on a continuous operational basis; Purchasing and Operating, as well as providing strategic
business alignment.
These principles are illustrated in a series of Capgemini diagrams that extend the principle of applying IT for
competitive advantage shown in the Executive Summary of this white paper. In the first diagram the top layer
illustrates a business strategy that uses IT for competitive differentiation. The capability to develop
breakthrough business models by using IT innovatively is of great importance, as is the ability to maintain
position in the remainder of the MIS operation. An example might be a Bank, which relies almost totally on
IT for its business, though airlines, travel businesses, retailers, and others, have proven to be able to
differentiate
in
core
High
“Gain ROI on Technology Investments”
“Develop Breakthrough Business Models”
processes
enabled
by
innovative use of IT. In
Business
Maintain Position
Innovate/Lead
Advantage
contrast there are other
Driven
Buy experience and method for risk
Buy on thought leadership and
Businesses where IT will
individual skills; justify through
management; justify by monetary gain
have little ability to impact Business
competitive advantage
for
differentiation; Importance
“Maintain Existing Technology”
“Deliver Commodity Services”
therefore the challenge is
Cost
Cost Manage
Reduce Exposure
shown in the bottom layer
Benefit
Driven
around cost reduction for
Buy on tools, technique and Right Shore
Buy on investment in service centre and
delivery; justify on cost & mgmt overheads
staff; justify on transactional costing
the supply of IT as a
service.
Business
Low

Change

High

Developing strategies to
move from right to left will create viable ways to create the desired effect, trying to create strategies
vertically are either neutral; i.e. maintain position by cost management; or complex. It is generally
contradictory to have innovation and reduced exposure, but it is very effective if well managed through a
transformational outsourcing programme where this is the clear strategy with appropriate operational goals.
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Operational measurements, and goals, have previously been associated with management to strategic goals,
with the MIS department choosing its own tools, and techniques, for the operational management of the
technologies. However, its all gets rather more complicated if business decisions, and technology, decisions
have to become synonymous. Peter Weill, the principle of the MIT Sloan Business School explored this
under the heading of ‘how top performers manage IT decision rights for superior results’. The key finding
from analysing one hundred top performing enterprises was that there was always a clear structure; that was
well understood, for determining who would take what decision around what issues. Interestingly the
structures were not the same, and in most cases, were a mixture of formal rules, and informal custom. His
book, IT Governance17), contains examples of decision matrixes based around who, and what, the following
are the places, or people; he identified as the possible ‘who’ options.
Group of People

Characteristics

Business Monarchy

Individuals, or group of senior business executives, up to and including CxO
level but not including IT senior executives other than the CIO
Individuals, or a group of senior IT executives, including the CTO
Business unit leaders, key function, or process, owners, and their delegates
A mixed team of Business and IT senior executives representing a democratic
cross section of the enterprise to balance decisions
IT senior executives working with only one business function or department
Individual Users, and/or IT staff making decisions to suit their individual needs

IT Monarchy
Feudal
Federal
IT Duopoly
Anarchy

Returning to the Capgemini grouping of the five IT technology areas to manage; Innovation; Information;
Integration; Infrastructure, and Industrialisation, then it is possible to make an allocation of decision making
within these groups. Most MIS departments would expect that they should make the decisions on
Infrastructure as an example, but on information a wider decision making group involving the Business
managers would be advisable probably therefore a Feudal team. Seems simple until the challenge of shared
service processes is considered, an example of this to consider is how to address the issue of Compliance.
Compliance is not an Application; indeed it crosses all the regular functional boundaries, quite deliberately,
as the requirement is to see comprehensive trading views rather than individual silos. Could an application be
written to cover the requirement? Yes, in the sense that it would capture what was required at that moment,
but as business requirements change, or even compliance laws change, it will need updating. It must be
solved through combining ‘Small’ services each covering a compliance piece within a functional department.
The key question in specifying, building, testing and implementing these ‘Small’ dynamically allocated
Services is who makes decisions? The need for clarity in the decision making process becomes clear when
considering how many decisions across a wide variety of issues will be required. It also raises the need for
how to measure the effectiveness of this dynamic environment, and make further management decisions.
This is not about the
Enterprise Strategy
IT Governance
Business Performance
technology tools, but how
and Organization
arrangements
goals
Peter Weill in his IT • Build excellence in
• Technology Executive
• Distinct metrics for each
lines of business
Committee & Technology
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Provide integrated client
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individual units
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• Implement technical and
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thus completing an approach
technology
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standards including six
• Certification management
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9. An Outline of Three Key Technologies
It’s clear that there will need to be changes in some technologies in order to maximise the capabilities of the
‘Small’ model as it moves through its initial stage of static configurations into one of constantly changing
dynamic relationships. Relationships are complex to define, and in particular, for machines to understand;
then there is the challenge of deciding who has what rights to do what with data, or information, this ties up
with new ways to understand security, more based around trusted relationships than denial of access. Three
technology areas that are developing in support of these requirements are outlined in the following sections.

9.1 Semantic Data
Semantic, and the associated term Ontology, might be best described as; Technologies that allow the
meaning, and associations, of data to be known, and processed, at the time of execution; or, possibly
the ability to allow machines to understand nuances at the same level of comprehension as a human can
achieve. The requirement for this is being driven by the need to understand more complex things, more
quickly, from a rapidly rising sea of data therefore the tasks must become automated both to support the
dynamics of ‘Small’, and also because a human will be unable to handle the flood of data. The World
Wide Web, or W3C, has been working on this as part of its development of standards for Web Services,
or WS, representing the inter-transactional element of Internet – Web and Client – Services models.
The adoption of eXtensible Markup Language, XML, continues to grow as more and more vertical
industry sectors come together to agree specific definitions for their own specialist data. There is a further
rise in formats from the adoption within enterprises of XML for their own internal data as part of the shift
to Service Orientated Architecture, SOA. The resulting data may be readily understood assuming the
format is correctly identified, and therefore can be shared in support of extended processes such as ‘book
to bill’ between partners. It is worth bearing in mind that XML itself conveys only content and structure,
not presentation, behaviour, or meaning. XML ‘tags’ have no predefined meaning, and so though
providing a standard framework for making agreements it does not actually make the agreements around
necessary points such as; prose, namespace, ontology, UML diagram, these can be grouped together as
requiring ’Semantic’ descriptions.
The explosion in XML agreements makes it increasingly hard to ‘handle’ the growing number of formats
in use; the problem of complex data. At the same time Business Intelligence and Compliance is of
growing importance, and much of this involves using data in a different way around core processes; the
issue of complex queries. Nether problem individually is new, current techniques have involved that
handle either, the challenge is that the two are required at once; this is the challenge of ‘intelligence
networks’ using structured and unstructured data queried in both a relational and non relational manner.
The target of the Semantic Wave is the
ability to provide any to any query
support by extending existing data
models. The diagram illustrates the
relationship between established data
models, and ‘Directed Graph’, the
technique of using two crucial new
technologies; Resource Description
Framework, RDF, and Ontology Web
language, to provide the required
capabilities.

Complexity
Of Query

Directed Graph
Relational Model

Hierarchal
Model

Object Model

Resource Description Framework,
RDF, is a mechanism for the encoding,
Complexity
exchange and reuse of structural
Of Data
metadata built using XML, but
imposing structural constraints to ensure that there is a full unambiguous method to express semantic
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meanings. In simple language the method to describe the complex variables is a constant and therefore
can always be interpreted the same way by a machine. This allows the XML data values to vary but the
contextual meaning to be unchanged; i.e. the amount of an invoice in euros can be provided by XML, but
the definition of the invoice and how it can be used is given in RDF using the headings of resources, or
URIs, property types, and values which are group together to form descriptions;
Resources
Properties
Values
Descriptions

Any object uniquely identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier, or UDI
Are associated with ‘Resources’ through ‘Property types’ that link to ‘Values’
Are atomic expressions of details such as text strings or numbers
Are a collection of properties and values associated to a ‘Resource’

Ontology Web Language19), OWL, is designed to provide the ability for computers to interpret content in
forms normally understood by humans by adding a further degree of richness to RDF. It does this be
using vocabularies to explicitly describe in further detail properties, and classes, through three highly
expressive sub languages that can be used to build an increasing amount of detail, but with a
corresponding rise in complexity; OWL Lite, Owl DL, and OWL Full. It is exactly like a human language
in providing a full vocabulary of known terms through dictionary.
Summary

XML, RDF, and OWL Relationships

XML

A surface syntax for structured documents, but imposes no semantic control
on the meaning of those documents
A language for restricting the structure of XML documents and allows XML
to be extended with data types
A data model for objects categorised as resources and the relationships
between them for providing simple semantics represented using XML syntax
A vocabulary for describing properties and classes of RDF resources with a
semantic structure for general hierarchies of properties and classes
A extensive vocabulary for enriching the descriptions of properties and
classes in a highly specific manner

XML Schema
RDF
RDF Schema
OWL

If RDF and OWL add semantic detail to the data values of XML how does this solve the problem of
complex enquiries?
The answer for the how is a Directed Graph, a series of
RDF/OWL statements held in a data structure that defines in
terms of being a collection of ‘things’ and ‘relationships’. A
native directed graph data management model allows combine,
analyze and query activities. The data elements are constants,
but unlike a relational data model the threads are dynamically
constructed in response to the requirement. In a sense a Directed
Graph is a model that is capable of being endlessly changed by
one, or many, characteristics at any time. This may be for an
individual query requiring an exact answer based on the data,
but it can equally be used for a string of ‘what if queries’ to
show potential impacts. Directed Graphs are also a very
effective way to allow Intelligent Agents to make use of all
available data in a contextual manner for optimization techniques.
RDF and OWL have been quietly developing for some 8 years, and appear as critical elements in six of
the core WS-Standards, and commercial products are now available that use RDF and OWL. Given the
pressures to make better use of data for Compliance or Business Intelligence these can be expected to
start to go into increasing commercial use. Most importantly, the ‘Semantic Wave’ provides the answer to
how to join ‘Data’, or ‘Content’ to ‘Services’ in a dynamic manner with either a ‘Service Orientated
Architecture, or an ‘Extended Transaction Chain’, both important elements of delivering ‘Small’.
Semantic Data is also capable of scaling to support commercial requirements such as the Global Data
Synchronization project of the United Nations Edifact trading standards.
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9.2 De-parimeterised Security & Boundryless Information Flows
In the IT world Security has a poor image, its seen as a costly drain on the limited budgets, and yet
regardless of the sums spent it all to often fails to stand up to an attack. Most people experience
frustration everyday with the lack of protection on their e-mail, as spam, and viruses, are a constant
distraction. Expenditure on Security is at an all time high; in fact it has generally been seen as the largest
single IT technology market over the last twelve months. It’s often hard to understand the real concerns
and views of Enterprises, CIOs, and IT Executives on this very large and complex topic, the 2004 Global
Information Security Survey, by Ernst & Young20), pinned down that that viruses, Trojan horses, internet
worms etc were the number one concern, with employees behaviour or misbehaviour as the second issue,
together with a low confidence factor in the overall effectiveness of security in their business.
So why after all the expenditure of perimeter security using Firewalls is this happening? Broadly the
change over the last few years from internal Application centric working, towards externally
communication and information, means that its very difficult to have a ‘fence’, or Firewall, round the
outside of the enterprise supervising limited access. Any to many, e mail is a fact of life for most
Enterprises; indeed many e mails are a crucial part of the business process! Overall the move from ‘Big’
Applications that can be protected by denial of access, the key principle of perimeter based security, to
‘Small’ processes where standardised ‘open’ access is a key advantage is a substantial reason for the
problem. Actually, ‘Big’ Firewall perimeters have been moving to ‘Small’ Firewall perimeters at the PC
level in recognition of this, so today a sophisticated series of perimeters is more likely to be the norm.
De-Perimeterised Security is about accepting the change, in both the technology towards an external
Internet – Web, with an internal Client – Services model using Service Orientated Architecture, and in the
business model. Instead of assuming that controlling access will produce security, de-perimeterised
security allows access, but uses trust to decide if any activity should be allowed. This is an extremely
flexible form of providing security as any combination of users, processes, data, devices etc, including
wireless devices, can be accommodated, and it enables the ongoing development of electronic inter
business trading. More than 40 global enterprises, Proctor and Gamble to Unilever, HSBC to HBOS,
Boeing to BAE, Pfizer to GlaxoSmithKline, etc have joined forces in the Jericho Forum21), to develop the
concept of de-perimeterised security in terms of the requirements definitions from a business point of
view in order to encourage technology vendors to develop products with the right functionality.
The related, but separate, Open Group22), which hosts the web site for the Jericho Forum, is concerned
with fully developing the business models for interactive external trading stating its mission as; ‘The need
for organizations to have Boundaryless Information Flow stemming from the need to improve operational
efficiencies and competitive advantage. Business processes must be integrated horizontally, and
vertically, creating a Boundaryless Organization to improve operational efficiencies. However a
Boundaryless Organization needs Boundaryless Information Flow and the systems currently supporting
the business processes present obstacles because they contain multiple stovepipe point solutions where
information is not currently shared – that is there is a lack of integrated information. Additionally access
to the information in the multiple systems is provided by stovepipe point solutions that don’t easily and
readily submit to requests from other access paths. Note these problems aren’t merely about information
technology; they start with business issues, business policies and are sometime supported by information
technology. The barriers that must be broken down are at the business and technical levels.’
Together, Open Group and its associated organisations such as Jericho, represent a Business community
driving for a new approach to providing, and supporting, inter business trading through Boundaryless
processes, facilitated by de-perimeterised security. This shows how far the understanding, and adoption,
of technology for business advantage in the support of external trading processes has moved! The
technology vendors and services suppliers are not the drivers, but the providers to the business
specification. How do these businesses see de-perimeterisation occurring?
Many organizations are in the first phase, which is "begin moving outside the perimeter." In Phase 1, the
organization moves public-facing Web applications outside the corporate perimeter and closer to the
people using them. This enables more seamless Internet-based communications with consumers,
customers and business partners, while freeing the corporate IT staff from the pressures of securing that
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data via the perimeter. In the second phase, "soften the perimeter," organizations drop the pretence of
supporting a hardened perimeter, and instead focus on providing encrypted transport with authenticated
access to internal data. The members of the forum are pledged to achieve this within two years. In the
third phase, the perimeter ceases to exist. Organizations within this phase will have moved on to datalevel encryption, and connection-level authentication, obviating the need for any perimeter at all. Look
for these kinds of changes in member companies in the 2006-2007 timeframe. Phase 4 is boundary-less
communications.
These activities make use of the already developing sets of security standards for user identities in the
Liberty Alliance23) trust model. This is a combined group founded by Sun, but now containing all major
technology vendors, and a significant number of global businesses in a variety of vertical sectors, linked
and affiliated, to all other major standards bodies to determine effective models for user identification.
The identities are based on a ‘trust’ model that uses a reference identity in one interaction to as a basis for
providing a ‘trusted’ identity for a different interaction with a different and previously unknown partner,
rather as e-Bay does for its buyers and sellers. The common principle in all these approaches is that denial
cannot work, determining the manner and extent of trust can.

9.3 Digital Rights Management
If the Liberty Alliance is working to determine how to establish the level of ‘Trust’ that can be placed on
a user, or a person, then the equivalent for ‘Data’, or ‘Content’ is the work on ‘Digital Rights
Management’, or DRM. In more formal terms DRM has been described as 'a way of addressing the
description, identification, trading, protection, monitoring and tracking of all forms of rights usages over
tangible and intangible assets, including management of rights holders' relationships.'23)
For individual creators DRM may be as simple as setting up a spreadsheet which identifies the rights and
rights holders associated with particular works and keeps track of their use. Or it might be an online or
offline rights register in which the rights and consents associated with copyright material are recorded and
made available to users. For producers and publishers, more complex DRM systems can record, track and
monitor rights for a range of existing and newly created materials. Where producers, publishers, and
creators are also traders, the content itself can be made available in digital format, protected by security
features which are unlocked after agreements for use have been reached and payment made. All registers
are based on systematic identification, and recording, of information about the legal ‘Rights holders’
(copyright owners) and about the legal rights associated with the content. This is managed through the use
of Metadata to provide Rights Management Information (RMI), or Digital Object Identifiers. Significant
efforts have been made to create enduring and universally meaningful metadata standards. Prominent
among these are the efforts undertaken by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) 24) which is 'static
Metadata' used to aid discovery.
There are a number of characteristics of commercially available systems covering various aspects;
Security Protection
Encryption
Rights Mangt Inform
Personalisation
Granularity
Interoperability
Digital Object Identifier

Reduction of the likelihood of infringement through digital watermarks etc
Scrambling the data so that it cannot be used with out passwords, or keys
Embedded information about the data, e.g. author, title, password or key etc
The ability to provide a ‘tailored’ subset of information for a particular use
The capability to blend with other data as required to form a new format
The ability to be integrated in different ways around standards
A unique number, similar to an RFID tag, to identify the data25)

Taken together these capabilities allow data to be used as ‘Small’ specialised elements rather than as ‘Big’
blocks from Applications, or Data Warehouses. Its use can be controlled, even in dynamic circumstances by
Services. This allows data to be ‘trusted’ in terms of its source and content as well as when, and who can
make changes to the data, under what circumstances, a vital requirement for compliance data management.
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10. Conclusions
There are compelling business reasons for adopting the movement towards externalised market facing
business change to re introduce competitive advantage through IT, see section 2.0 Executive Summary.
However this is a change from ‘Big’ Application centric IT, towards ‘Small’ standardised ‘Services’ in a new
model of Internet – Web externally, and Client – Services internally, supported by a ‘Service Orientated
Architecture, see section 3.0 Understanding the Concept of Small.
The journey from ‘Big’ to ‘Small’ will mostly be made by incremental change in response to either Business
requirements, or technology efficiency improvements. So where to start and what to do, to take advantage of
proven technology capabilities? The diagram below is the Capgemini outline of some of the key steps, and
associated technologies. Time and complexity runs from left to right, with the benefits on the top, and the
technologies to deliver on the bottom. A more detailed set of diagrams on the technologies that will impact
the three generic drivers of IT; Compliance; Cost; and Competitive Advantage can be found in Appendix 2.
Though any block can be approached individually the key remains to recognise that all will be required to
behave coherently within a single ‘Client – Services’ model, and that the standards and expectations for this
will be as much external as internal,
see section 4.0 Client – Services; the
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efficient
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many’ on demand environment that
existing legacy licenses cannot cope with, so licensing reform can be expected, adding advantage of savings,
and flexibility, see section 7.0 Licensing Reform. IT Governance has to adjust to a different relationship with
the business around constant changes in shared services rather than periodic functional requirements and
strategic alignment, see section 8.0 IT Governance.
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Client – Services introduces new technologies that allow a flexible, dynamic, environment built from many
granular ‘Small’ services to be deployed around the ability to understand complex nuances, action securely,
and provide control over the use that data, or process, is put to. In this slew of new technologies it is as much,
if not more, being driven by commercial business creating the definitions and standards, than by the
technology industry, see section 9.0 Three Key Technologies.
Conclusion; A new technology generation is making use of the Internet, and the lessons of the World Wide
Web, to create new capabilities primarily in the previously under addressed ‘inter enterprise’ external trading,
and markets, area. The potential for Business Differentiation from IT has been reintroduced, but not as a
‘Big’, or Application centric model, instead as a ‘Small’ Process centric set of capabilities. This allows any
changes to come through delivering new business requirements, or operating efficiencies in IT,
incrementally, at low risk and cost. However, there is a grave danger in fragmentation rendering this change
ineffective, so there must be an overall grasp of the direction, and the management of a cohesive approach
that will successful embrace all the projects within common standards.
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Appendix 2 S Curves for new technologies impacting
Compliance, Cost and Competitive Advantage

Compliance Technologies
Maintenance

Commodity
Common Practice
Hype

Best Practice
Disillusion

The ‘S’ curve of adoption

Popularised by Geoffrey Moore
In ‘Crossing the Chasm’

Realism

Innovation

Experimenters

Early Adopters

World Class

Mature
Database Management

Biometrics

Agents (everywhere)

Role Management

Mesh/Sensor Networks

RFID to identify

Process Management

Workflow

Location services

Fingerprints

Digital Rights

Business Intelligence

Systems of Systems

Contextual Search

Identity Authentication

Storage Networks

SAML & Liberty

Mobility Process

Provisioning

Digital Signatures
Pattern Matching

Cost Reduction Technologies
Commodity

Maintenance

Common Practice

Best Practice

Hype

Disillusion

The ‘S’ curve of adoption

Realism

Innovation

Popularised by Geoffrey Moore
In ‘Crossing the Chasm’

Experimenters

Early Adopters

World Class

Services Orchestration

Open Source Licenses

ERP consolidation

Right Shore

Real Time Enterprise

RFID data entry

Storage Software

Data Storage Hardware

Security Attribution

Service Orientated Arch.

Business Intelligence

Development techniques

Alliance Ecosystems

Server Vitualisation

IT Governance

Voice over IP

Portfolio Management

Configuration Mgt.

Mature

Application
Replatforming
Firewall Management

Competitive Technologies
Commodity

Maintenance

Common Practice

Hype

Innovation

Experimenters

Best Practice

Disillusion

The ‘S’ curve of adoption

Realism

Early Adopters

Popularised by Geoffrey Moore
In ‘Crossing the Chasm’

World Class

Mature

Project Spaces

Decision Support

Portals

E Mail management

Trust Models

Instant Messaging

CRM extensions

Chat & Team Rooms

Collaborative Working

Social Network

Content Management

Voice Services

Extended Processes

PLM projects

Search Engines

SCM, CRM Networks

Convergence of
Voice, data, content etc

Video Conferencing
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